
Earth in Space: Year 5’s interstellar adventure

The Planets The Phases of the moon

Mercury, Venus, Earth and Mars are rocky planets. They 

are mostly made up of metal and rock.

Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune are mostly made up 

of gases (helium and hydrogen) although they do have 

cores made up of rock and metal

The Moon orbits Earth in an oval –shaped path while 

spinning on its axis. At various times in a month, the 

moon appears to be different shapes. This is because 

as the moon rotates around Earth, the sun lights up 

different parts of it.

The Earth and the Sun

Earth rotates on its axis. It does a full 

rotation once in every 24 hours. At the 

same time the earth is rotating it is also 

orbiting around the sun. It takes a little 

more than 365 days to orbit the sun.

Websites to visit

 https://solarsystem.nasa.gov/ - News from around your galactic neighbourhood.

 https://spotthestation.nasa.gov/sightings/ - ISS spotting times

 https://www.astronomyforbeginners.com/what-to-see/ - astronomy for beginners 

https://solarsystem.nasa.gov/
https://spotthestation.nasa.gov/sightings/
https://www.astronomyforbeginners.com/what-to-see/


Earth in Space: Year 5s interstellar adventure
Timeline of key events

1543 Nicolaus Copernicus formulated a heliocentric model of the universe.

1957 4th October 1957, Russia launched the first satellite into space: Sputnik 1

1957 Russian Space Dog, Laika, the first animal in space and first to orbit Earth in Sputnik 2 paving the way for human spaceflight.

1961 Russian Cosmonaut, Yuri Gagarin, became the first man in space

1969 Neil Armstrong became the first man on the moon.

1991 Helen Sharman became the first British astronaut into space.

2015 - 2016 Tim Peake became the seventh UK born astronaut to go into space and board the International Space Station in 2015. He was the first 

British astronaut to do a spacewalk in 2016.

Key vocabulary

Asteroid – A small rocky body orbiting the sun.

Axis – An imaginary line about which a body rotates.

Celestial – Positioned in or relating to the sky, or outer space as observed in the astronomy

Day – A twenty-four hour period, from one midnight to the next, corresponding to a rotation of the earth on its axis

Geocentric –Years ago people believed that planets moved around the Earth

Heliocentric – Representing the sun as the centre of the solar system, the modern view of the solar system.

Moon – A natural satellite of any planet.

Night – The period from sunset to sunrise in each twenty-four hours.

Orbit – The regularly repeated oval course of a celestial object around a star or planet.

Planet – A celestial body moving in orbit round a star.

Rotate – To spin. Earth rotates on its axis.

Solar system – Our solar system consists of eight planets what rotate around the sun.

Star – A fixed luminous point in the night sky which is a large, remote body, the sun is an example.

Sun – Our star round which the planets in our solar system orbit.



Happy New Year! I hope you all had a peaceful break. This term, we will be travelling through our galaxy exploring 
Earth, the stars and many planets that we encounter.

Knowledge Organiser: Above is our Year 5 knowledge organiser for Term 3. Please take the time to go through this with 
your child. They will need to learn the facts and dates on here as they will be tested on them as part of our topic work.

Archbishop of York : This term, we will be completing our Archbishop of York Young Leaders Award alongside our 

space topic. The main focus of the award will be on Loneliness and the impact COVID -19 has had on many people 

living alone. As part of the project, we will be considering how we can help others on a day to day basis. More 
information about this will be sent separately.

P.E and Mile a Day: This term Year 5 will continue to have their P.E sessions with Mr Millard on a Wednesday. Children 
need to come into school in their P.E kit on Wednesdays and will also return home in their kit. P.E Kits must consist of a 
school P.E t-shirt, shorts or black/dark coloured jogging bottoms (no yoga leggings please) and a black/dark coloured 
jumper. Trainers and a spare pa of socks need to be kept in school so we can participate in the Mile a Day.

If you have any enquiries/questions please feel free to email me at yearfive@huttonceprimaryschool.co.uk

Have a great Term 3

Miss Momber 
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